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Energy has always been recognized as a vital component in national

development. The high per capita energy requirements of the developed

countries attest to tni». The much lower but rapidly orowing energy

demands of the developing nations as they push through their national

development plans and programs further reinforce this view» The Philip-

pines is ORB of the developing countries with a rapid state of development

but still a long way m m its aspired goals.

While bosicolly agriculture-fensed, the Philippine economy is being

boosted by an industrial strategy that is just starting to gain momentum.

The infant industries being established, the infrastructure for trade and

tourism, expanding facilities for transport and commerce — all contribute

to the increasing energy requirements which have now become a major area

of concern.

The Philippine government has been exerting efforts to keep the people

constantly informed of ̂h* development programs as well as the energy

supply and demand situation, With this approach, the government expects

to get public support and cooperation in the execution of the vital and

sometimes controversial projects, ernqng these the establishment of the

first nuclear power plant in the island of Luzon,



The viability of any country's development program must «fleet the

needs of its people, development being merely a tool fp* the survival and

improvement pf the quality of life and living* The people «u,*t |wow where

government is headed and what is in it for them because only in their

support can plans and programs attain any form af stability and eventually

meaningful success.

Among the many programs of the Philippine government are those with

which people can identify and directly relate to thei,r welfare, notably

the land reform program, peace qnd order, and social development There

ore other areas, however, which do not immediately manifest such direct

relationships and where therefore an information drive become» essential»

To this category belongs energy and the contribution of nuclear power.

The Philippine Political Picture

The Philippines, in the words of President Ferdinand E. Marcos, is

undergoing a revolution from the center* Thjis revolution, which aims at

evolving a New Society, would change the indifferent passive citizen into

a vital participant not only in the process of government but in his own

improvement. Citizen involvement is, in foot, the, meip thrust of tfyis

peaceful revolution aimed towards creating for the Filipino opportunities

where he himself will be the majpr resource fpr the betterment of his lot

in life. Into this transformation of Philippine society are integrated

all sorts of delivery systems, the post significant of these being the

information network of government.

Now, more than at any other time, in Philippine history are government

programs being disseminated in an organized manner and availing of the wse

of all media forms on government initiative, In the past, Philippine print

and broadcast media were all commercial end the programs of government had

no sxpo&ure, unless negative. These days, one reads of projects being



completed, of the rise in the economy, of sociol upliftment of the less

privileged groups, of development of the depressed areas, ond commendations

cf outstanding workers of government. This positive jpwmaljUm does not

hide the sins in government, either? The punishment of the grafters and

back-sliders, the incompetent and other undesirable sectors «till get

their space but no longer just to feed the solqcious appetite of a public

whicl. has not been told the better side of government operations» The

media, once favoring negative sensationalism, has matured an,d become more

responsible and responsive participants in Philippine national development*

It is in this perspective that the Philippine approach to the problem of

gaining public acceptance for nuclear power ie being developed,

NUCLEAR POWER PLANNING

The nuclear power program in the, Philippines began with the approval

by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) of a request from the

Philippine government, through the Philippine Atomic Energy Commission

(PAEC), for the conduct of a feasibility study for nuclepr power in the

country* The study group which started investigations in 1964 came out

with a report in 1966» As early as 1960, however, the PAEC hod stprted

identifying possible areas of controversy and the likely opinion change

agents should a nuclear power program be adopted by the government.

Participation of Utilities and Power Companies

Acknowledging the handicap of qualified manpower as on essential factor

in the decision to go nuclear, the PAEC included among it« initial nuclear

training courses a Reactor Technology Course especially designed for the

engineers of the country's National Power Corporation (NPC) ond, of the

Manila Electric Company (MERALCO),' the leading utilities organization.

These two organizations would be the likely operators of nuclear power

plants to be set up» The PAEC, by virtue of licensing ond regulatory



function! could not undertake the construction and operation of such a

plant. Convincing the NPC and MERALCO management» to embark on a nuclear

manpower staffing for thei* companies in pr«pe*a,tien for a future need to

call on nuclear power to augment their electric generating capacities was

9 planned and deliberate «tea by PAEC» True enough, in 1967, MERALCO

«ailed for bid» for a 300 Ш nuclear power plant, following the recommen-

dation» in the IAEA feasibility study report. However, the energy and

investment picture a» well as the long-term supply of low-»coet fuel oil

•uddenly offered by the oil companies, convinced HERALCO to defer inde*

finitely its plans for the construction of a nuclear power plant*

Public Officials

At this tine, the political climate ond the notional priorities were

not yet deveiopment-ori*nted so that government officials took a very

indifferent view of the energy situation, relying poinly on the low-priced

and seemingly endless ail supply distributed by big foreign oil companies*

The 1966 feasibility study results did not find support from top Philippine

power entrepreneurs»

Role of the Universities

The country** only state university, the University of the Philippines

(UP), was alto tapped at this stage, to offer a graduate engineering pourse

with major in atomic energy* A few, but among them echplars under the

science manpower program of the National Science Development Board (NSDB),

former mother agency of the PAEC, were enrolled in the course» Graduates,

totalling five all joined the PAEC after graduation» Because of the low

response to the course, the Up had to discontinue this graduate program,

It was, however, revived in the 1975-1976 school year upon start of the

Nuclear Power Plant Project. Still gaining lost momentum, the initioi botch

of envellee* counted only six from the NPC ond PAEC for the first semestar



increasing to 12 in the second semester, including two from the private

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION: GOVERNMENT POSITION

In 1971, the Philippine government egpin requested assistance from

tht IAEA and United Notions Development Programme (UNDP) for о «econd

feasibility study on nuclear power, «oid study to be о folipw-up and up-

dating of the previoui «tudy node. At this time, the energy cri«i* woe

«till unforeseen* However, when the report op the study, which indicated

again the need to turn to alternate source» of energy for the Philippine

development requirements was submitted to the Philippine government in

July 1973, the President of the Philippines immediately decided for the

Philippines to go nuclear» A few months later the oil crisis reached a

critical stage and the realization of the project became a greater cer-

tainty» Participating agencies in the project ore the a) Department of

Finance for the investments and financing scheme; b) the Department of

Industry to overeee and monitor the progress cf the project for the

President; o) the NPC to construct and operate the project; d) the Energy

Development Board (EDB) to provide or negotiate the fuel requirements of

the nuclear power plant(e); and e) the Bureau of Mines in cooperation with

PAEC on the search for uranium end allied metals and the recovery of ura-

nium* (Lastly, the national planning body, the National Economic and De-

velopment Authority (NEDA) has been in on the project even ae early at

the Presidential decision to go nuclear and which policy announcement has

seer, integration into the country's notional development plan particularly

in the area of energy.

THE STRATEGY FOR PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE

No less than the Philippine President ha* set to mood for the accep-

tance of the nucleor power project» In December 1974, ot rites marking the



doting of the annual Atomic Energy Week, the President transferred the

PAEC f*om the NSDB to the Office of the President. Among the overriding

reason* spelled out under Presidential Decree No, 606 wo» the nuclear power

development program which brought on highly demanding responsibilities and

expanded functions of the PAEC»

Two Viewpoints

Because of the Presidential mandate, two schools of thought regarding

the issue of public acceptance soon emerged. One group entertained the

belief that, being a government project and with a crisis government exist»

ing in the country, there is no need to convince the people about the neces-

sity for the undertaking as there would hardly be any opposition to it» The

second view held was that public acceptance of any government activity is

desirable and should be worked at; that there is no better assurance of

public support than a thorough understanding of the project» Surprisingly,

the first view was originally entertained by NPC management as evidenced by

its initial actions: expropriation of private lands without satisfactory

relocation measures; and gathering of site data without associated public

information programs» These actions have resulted in alienating the affected

residents and costing doubts on the objective of the government in pushing

through the project. With this experience, the NPC decided to set up a

Public Relations Office and sought the assistance of the PAEC in the pro-

gramming of an information drive? The NPC's first attempt at q public meet"

ing, however, met with resistance end aroused hostility among local residents

because military personnel were brought into the meeting area for security

purposes. This move aroused suspicion in the simple rural folk about the

imposition of on activity which they felt would affoot their lives adversely;

otherwise, why the show of military powery

In contrast, the PAEC has been following an information campaign not

quite unlike commercial public relations activities. When the President

announced hi* approval of the recommendation in the feasibility study about



the introduction of M W I M V power in the Philippine», the. f»AIC

series of information drives» Led by the PAEC Commieeioner, the key officials

and the technologists involved in the project study os well as the informa-

tion unit, all of the PAEC, went as an information team to the capital of the

province, Botaan, where the selected nuclear power plant site was located»

The team which was reinforced by some officials of the NSDB and the NPO,

conducted a seminar for the provincial and municipal officials, teachers and

representptivee of the civic organizations as well as farmer and fishermen

groups, the latter from the wo)or income sources in the locality» The PAEC

team also invited members of the mass media, both print and broadcast, who

gladly covered the event» Armed with documentary films and slides, the PAEC

conducted the meeting in one of the state colleges in the area. The open

forum that followed Indicated the many areas of concern of the inhabitants

dose to the site, mainly the effect of the plant on the population and on

their livelihood. The questions raised were eye opene'* which served as

bases for subsequent information campaigns. The most important achievement

of that forum was the feeling among the people that the government cared

for their welfare оЫ that it sought integration into the community which

the project would affect and partly serve.

Mass Hedio Linkages

Since the nuclear power project is a government undertaking, a purely

government onesided information campaign vould not attoin the desired

credibility. For this reason, the strategy has included extensive parti-

cipation of the ma«« media. The PAEC ha« entered into what one may coll

a viable partnership with the media. Started in 1960 with an Atomic Energy

Course far JournalUts, the Philippine press corp hoe gradually been

introduced into the language of nuclear science in order, as the latest



PAEC Live-In Seminar for the Hoe* Media set a* one of iti objective», "to

enable the media tp write/speqk/project confidently end with accuracy the

development» in the nuclear field". The ties thot PAEC ho» established

with the media continues to be sustained through monthly press, conference?,

hpsted by the PAEC and during which fqrym, the domestic ond foreign deve-

lopments in the nuclepr qrea gre discussed by the PAEC official?. These

dialogues vith the media hove paved the way for freauent and continuing

coverage of nuclear news both in print and radio pnd the guesting at radio

and TV interviews of PAEC officials, nptqbiy the scientists

THE PAEC INFORMATION DELIVERY SYSTEM

Gaining acceptance for a project as socially controversial and capital

intensive as the nuclear power project is more thpn simply beaming it at

an audience thru the mass media. It requires organization linkages ond

programs» It takes into account the social, cultural and political milieu;

the meager time most people devote to discussion of public affair» issues/

the unseen remote publics; the communications network lengthened by physical

distance and sociological differences and complicated by multiplying barriers;

the blocks from vested interestst t
h
e competition with rival functipnqjries;

and the inevitable payoffs of technological advances,

Awqreness of all these fqrees at work, the PAEC has «dopted q two»

pronged approach to the problem of public acceptance of nuclear power; the

first, through technical information transfer and the second, through

public information dissemination»

Technical Information Transfer

In 1966 the Philippines Nuclear Journal, о PAEC technical publication,

was published for the first time* It has provided the means for informa»

tion transfer of nuclear R & D undertaken mainly in the PAEC laboratories*



Its woderahip include» members of scientific <»nd technical societiesj edu*.

cetioiwl institution», particularly thpse with strong departments in science

ofid engineering? ond ogsncies cooperating with the PAEC in research and

development projects, This publication carries articles on nuclear-oriented

stMdies done in the Philippines qnd by Filipinos.

A loosely organised speakers bureay has also been set up consisting

of PAEC researchers and technologists with expertise in the nuclear as well

as supportive technologies From this group are picked speakers, lecturers

and resource persons in science fairs and for scientific seminars and sym-

posia conducted by scientific societies and educational institutions» At

the «ante time, increased development awareness in the Philippines has brought

about requests for speak**» during founding anniversaries of different orga-

nisations undertaking activities technical in nature.

Among the more active scientific societies in the nuclear field in the

Philippines are th« Radioisottwe Society of the Philippines and the Philip*

pine Society of Nuclear Medicine* These societies regularly sponsor con-

ferences and seminar* whsr* the useful applications of atomic energy are

dieouesed by leading practitioners in the fields of research, industry,

agriculture and medicine» These two groups receive back up support from

the PAEC mainly thru technical assistance to its membership»

Public Information

The PAEC publishes semirtechnicol and popular literature, among them

the ATOMEDIA Philippines, which was started in 1975 and which publishes

articles on policy and practices in the nuclear and related fields with

the end objective of bringing to the awareness of administrators, plonner»,

xe««oreher3 and technologists the various forces of society and environment

impinging on the country!* nuclear program» This publication has national

a» well as international circulation.



The Philippine Atomic Bulletin, q semi-technj-oql publication deals

with nuclear articles but J» intended for a non-nuclear readership* It

also contains nuclear new* a» well as developments ond activities in the

PAEC and other nuclear establishments gbroad.

Lately, the need to reach the masses at their grqssroots level was

felt with «one urgency. In a country where there are at least 80 dialects,

aitho only four majpr dialects (Tagalog, Cebuano, Ilocano, Hiligaynon) are

spoken by 76%of the people, the problem of qn appropriate medium of commu-

nication can be a difficult choice* Add to this, the use of a foreign

tongue, English, as a second language on top of which a National Lgnguqge,

Filipino, is being superimposed and one gets ° fairly complicated language

issue. However, there is already a programmed gradual eventual takeover

of Filipino as the medium of instruction at qll educational levels, stort-

ing with the elementary schools. So, the PAEC has adopted the Filipino

for use in its popular publications, starting with о PAEC Komiks which if

being serialized with quarterly issues*

The PAEC also prqdyced two film documentaries, one on the PAEC and its

project? and programs and another one, on local nuclear applications, the

choice of subject calculated to touch the masses where they ore most inte-

rested in — food, health, comfortable living. These two films have been

shown in downtown and provincial theaters on a nationwide coverage.

The latest medium tried by the PAEC has been the radio. Starting

with a 20f.ep£eade series mainly dwelling on the beneficial applications of

atomic energy as they relate to the Philippine «cene, the assistance of the

national broadcasters association was sought and, using tine allotted for

government projects, the series has been beamed to the non-urban areas,

The principal reason for this was the consensus that for an urban papula*

tion, the television programs provide too stiff a competition. This is not
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so in the provinces where TV channels are still limited. The response to

this programs appears encouraging and continued broadcast of the series is

planned»

Outreach Program

A project a? far reaching in effect on a country's development as nuclear

power demands a mechanism that will continue to insure public support» This

the PAEC realized from the start but being the only nuclear agency charged

with both promotion and regulations, it has hod to approach its task cau-

tiously although determinedly» First, it identified the various sector» t!.at

would play a pivotal role in winning over the affected public, namely the

government authorities who not only exert political but also opinion leader*

ship ever their, constituents; the school administrators and the teachers

whose integration of the subject into the course offerings would go a long

way toward public education; the civic ond professional group leader* who

exercise informal social controls and are therefore thought centers them*

selves; the newly organized political units called barangay* whose meetings

serve as forums for threshing out community problems; the farmers; fisher-

men; entrepreneurs; even housewives.

The next step was to determine the modes of approach that would be

effective for each group -- seminars, conferences, lectures, exhibits,

film showings, demonstrations, fairs, scholarship grant?, even technical

assistance.

Schedules were prepared* Survey teams were sent out to the regions

to determine when an information drive would be most effective considering

weather conditions, school term, fiestas, founding or anniversary dates and

special events* Through the provincial governors, municipal mayors and

school authorities arrangements were made, including logistics support to
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the information teams. Being a government project, cooperation is not

difficult to get. The teams that зге fielded include technical personnel

as well as information officers who go from place to place giving Aeeturee,

conducting meetings, showing film documentaries, presenting exhibits and

handing out publications, mostly the popular type» At the same time feeaV

bock questionnaires are given out inquiring into public attitudes and response

to the drive, its strength and weaknesses» These are analyzed in the hone

office and serve as basis for the planning of subsequent campaigns.

Organization for^ Information

All these activities are the major responsibility of the PAEC Manaae-

ment Service which has a Nuclear Information Division under it* The division

is сbarged with issuance of publications, technical and popular; establish-

ing media contacts including the writing of press releases; feature articles;

conduct of guided tours in PAEC laboratories; preparation of the PAEC annual

reports; producing brochures and other information leaflets; preparing exhi-

bit materials and serving as the PAEC general public relations group* The

division personnel include professional editors, writers, infoimction offi-

cers, auJxo-visual technicians, a photographer, an artist illustrator, dup-

licating equipment operators and clerks* The division head hat also been

designated the INIS Liaison Officer for PAEC.

So the PAEC promotes and tries to obtain public understanding ot the

same time that it discharges its regulatory responsibilities* This dual

function has, however, reinforced its credibility and strengthened its force

to generate support for the public acceptance of ctomic energy in general

and nuclear power in particular*
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